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 EDITORIAL             
 
“There is a crowd ahead,” I said, “at the public boards.”
“They seem angry,” he said.
(Magicians of Gor)  

A warm welcome to the pages of the 80th volume of the NEW VOICE OF GOR  !

The vast majority of Goreans pray to the priest kings. Yet very few goreans have seen one 
or even a painting of one.
This belief is even more remarkable as there are no representations of the priestkings.

Agents of priest kings on Gor have never seen a real priestking, a lot of people have seen 
Kur but do not associate them with being gods.

Yet the struggle between two all powerful god like creatures takes place and the human 
creatures allie themselves with one or the other.

As a gorean which side will you support in the battle for the world of Gor?  

The NEW VOICE OF GOR  is looking for correspondents all over Gor. 

Rarius Yuroki
Coin Merchant in Olni
Editor of the NEW VOICE OF GOR  

(OOC) FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTION

Is the  NEW VOICE OF GOR OOC or IC?

This new paper is available  IN CHARACTER  at message boards in several cities. But it 
has OOC parts and IC parts which can be identified although many people mix both.  We 
try to keep the two separate. But if you start a storyline based on an IC article of the NEW 
VOICE OF GOR it would be useful for a moderator to have a log where you have read the 
message ICly.

The NEW VOICE OF GOR can be true or false, propaganda or journalism like on earth. 
There is no freedom of the press on Gor. Why let the truth get in the way of a good story?!

"Goreans were not always fooled by posts on boards.
Those who control the public boards, it is said, control the city. 
But I was not sure of this. 
Goreans are not stupid. 
It is difficult to fool them more than once. They tend to remember."
(Magicians of Gor)



 ______________________________________________

##    ALL OVER GOR

WHITE CASTE REPORT

Rental has again been paid for the advertising boards at the GRC, The Welcome Centre in 
Sardar and other places for signboards placed guiding people to us. New Initiates are 
coming to us and progress is being made in the effort to revive the White caste in Gor.

Great Sardar Temple:  Supplies are laid in, the Temple is secure against the icy blasts of 
Winter. Blessed Terek welcomes a new Initiate to our roster: Blessed Haalan, who is 
posted to  the Olni Temple. Blessed Omnos Serenus has been trained as the Temple 
Librarian and will fill this post until he is given a Temple assignment.

Landa Temple still stands empty. We are seeking someone to fill that position.

Kassau Temple: Blessed EleVenthe reports that the Temple was visited recently by 
Blessed Haalan. He welcomes the assistance of the new Initiate.   

Arcadia Temple of the Moons: 

Temple of Ar: No news from that region. They have put out a call for Initiates and we are 
moving to supply them with one as soon as we are able to. Blessed Doraeus may return to 
the region to apply there for the position.

Temple of Tabor: No news from that region.

Temple of Olni: Blessed Haalan has arrived safely and has taken up the reins of that 
administration. He has already sent word of his activities and we are well pleased.

Initiates:
Blessed Taltos has been given permission to leave his bed and is learning to use a strange 
device, a chair, wheeled in such a way that he is able to propel himself about with his 
hands and arms rather than his injured legs and feet. He is making a slow recovery from 
the earthquake that struck the former Sardar Temple and laid it ruin. We congratulate him 
on his slow but steady progress.

Blessed Doraeus Aurelius has not reported back nor sent any word of his progress. Due to 
the extremely bad roads between Temples, it is expected that he will be some little while in 
returning word.

Facilitator Quintius has returned from Kassau and is again resident at the Great Sardar 
Temple.

Blessed Edred  is returned from his visit to Arcadia and is returned to work with the choir in 
the Great Temple.

Submitted by Omnos Serenus
Great Temple Librarian
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##   GOREAN CITIES
_______________________

PORT OF OLNI

DECREE OF THE UBAR

By my decree, a man who was in the jail after attacking a citizen of Olni was ordered 
expelled from the city under penalty of death or enslavement should he return.  The man 
submitted to me and the city of Olni and is now a slave of the city of Port Olni, subject to 
the laws of the city and Gor. 

Jarek SpiritWeaver 

CONGRATULATIONS

Romeo has decided to take over the empty slaver's house and begin his new role. We 
wish him the best and hope all flourishes as he plans. 

The Tavern Master position needs to be filled if anyone in Victoria would like to enjoy a 
new position please contact Admin Asher or myself:
Lady Katrina 

SLAVE EXAMINATIONS

Each slave house has been assigned physicians to do your the examinations  if you can 
not reach them contact me I will be happy to fill in for them.

All slaves must have a scroll completed and in my files.

Thank you
DreamWalker  Rana Moonbeam
Chief Physician of Olin

CITY DANCE COMPETITION
Nov 19, 2012
5PM SLT
Fairgrounds

Five of olni's girls will dance and the winner will go to the finals. Contact Iris ( Anara 
Lexenstar ) For more information.

PETITION TO THE UBAR OF OLNI

We wish you to consider to dissolve the alliance with XXX.



XXX has now declared war for no apparent reason against Kassau,  the HoY companies  
trade with wood and timber from Kassau.
and are a major trading partner.

XXX declared war for no reason against XXX in the past when I was administrator there. I 
will never trade with XXX for this reason.

XXX  never helped  Olni against XXX and XXX.

XXX is several thousand pasangs away, an alliance is not reasonable and does not have 
any advantages for Saleria.

The former administrator of Vonda, the allie of Olni, is now in XXX, and XXX is an enemie 
of XXX for ages. Olni would be in a better position if they stay neutral or cooperate with 
XXX instead of XXX.

The Vosk league with its headquarters in Victoria and all oasis of the Tahari (except XXX) 
boycotts XXX. It is more useful for Saleria to trade with the Vosk League.

These are the reasons we wish you to review this alliance with a dishonerable city. As 
always we trust your judgement in this matter.

Iam your loyal citizen 
Rarius Yuroki  The House of HoY 

NEW HOY WAREHOUSE ON THE OUTSKIRTS OF OLNI

by lady Wendie

The opening of the new House of Hoy warehouse in Olni shores was held yesterday.

The event was a little disappointing in the poor turn out from the residents of Olni. 
However it was a pleasure to see the Urbara there. Maybe the cold weather kept them to 
their furs.

The food and drink flowed like water and the gift of coins were well received by the 
attendees from other cities of Gor and from Torvaldsland.

HOY JOB OFFERS FOR OLNI CITIZENS

(in character available at the message board of the HoY bank)

Location: xxx  Southern part of the Thassa
What to do: find the local newspaper / message board
Client: NEW VOICE OF GOR
Payment: negotiable 
Ask Rarius Yuroki for details



Location: xxx  Vosk Delta
What to do: Make an agreement with the local merchants about the currency exchange 
rates and converting coins
(contact had already been made)
Client: House of Yuroki Bank (HoY)
Payment: negotiable 
Ask Rarius Yuroki for details

Location: xxx  Oasis - Tahari Desert
What to do: find out who the head mechant  is
Client: House of Yuroki Bank (HoY)
Payment: 20 copper tarsks 
Ask Rarius Yuroki for details

Location: xxx  Northeast of Gor (allie of Olni)
What to do: Make an agreement with the local merchants about the currency exchange 
rates and converting coins
Client: House of Yuroki Bank (HoY)
Payment: negotiable 
Ask Rarius Yuroki for details

THE MEADOWS AT ROSE ISLE

-HOME RENTALS-

Quiet serenity and peace.  Privacy unparalleled.  Come see our many beautiful homes, 
different styles to suit all tastes from small bungalow style homes to two story manors. A 
Gorean home where you can relax and enjoy the Gorean lifestyle without fear of 
interlopers or interruptions.

Reasonable Rates
Min wks 2 - Max wks 6

Rental Managers
Karisima Stein
Charly Snowfield

For Sim Owners
Jarek Spiritweaver
Lucy Bronet

THE SLAVE'S CORNER

NEW SLAVE AUCTION BLOCK IN PORT OLNI

By Teal Razor ~ Slave of Siri Emerald, Captain of Olni Guards

Well.. I must say, if you have not seen the new festive slave auction tent in Port Olni, 
located between the Bank and the kennels, you are missing a treat.   If you are due to be 



put on the block to be sold, you could not choose a nicer spot to hang from your wrists.   
The tent is a fashion statement in itself.   The opaque tent covering will let the sunlight in to 
display your female or male attributes to their finest.  The highly decorative tent poles 
remind one of market stalls in the Tahari.   Adding to this celebratory building there are 
merry flags waving in the breeze, a podium for the slaver and two brand new cages for the 
containment of the properties to be sold.     I would suggest, if you found yourself in a 
position to be sold here, that you wear red since that color will go nicely with the beige 
overall color scheme and the black cages…

SNOW IN PORT OLNI
By Teal Razor ~ Slave of Siri Emerald, Captain of Olni Guards

Peeking out from under the furs on Saturday in Port Olni I was distressed to find a dusting 
of snow on everything.  I went to the common area and was heartened to see most 
citizens were dressed for the cold.   Me…not so much.  It is hard to do a serve with your 
teeth chattering and your hands turning blue.  Thankfully my Master came to the rescue 
with a cloak he had for me.   I cannot speculate on how long this cold snap will last but I 
suggest you have your gloves, hats, and cloaks at the ready.  Barring that, just stand next 
to one of the brick ovens in the kitchen.

RETRACTION OF WRONG ANSWER..
Virgin slaves can wear any color they want..  The wrong answer appears below.
1) Virgin slaves were generally not allowed to wear:
( x  )  red Silk

OLNI GAZETTE

Latest Issue No. 42
Editor: Janette Inglewood

No new issue at the moment.

________________________

#   CITY OF AR

TRUE AR WILL RETURN  (MARLENUS of AR and Claire of AR)

MARLENUS of AR and Lady Claire driven From AR by Culprits

HOMESTONE IS SAFE IN CUSTODY LADY CLAIRE

Yesterday fifth day of the fourthhand of the eight month 10162 contasta Ar  Lady Lore, 
together with a fired Captain (Tres Tuqiri), the HoC of the Physicians (Gordan Pascal) and 
the HoC of the scribes (Drouk Gustafson), TOOK OVER of AR's rulers OVERTHROWING 
its legal regime, banning from AR's walls most citizens and the rulers Marlenus and Claire 
of AR.

After a desperate run thru the city, Lady Claire managed to take most of AR's important 
papers and running up the stairs of the central cylinder, she grabbed the Homestone, 



leaving the warriors behind, escaping over the high skybridges.

Having build the city and thus knowing it weaknesses, Lady Claire had the builds collapse 
behind her, fleeing from one build to another, leaving nothing but a huge pile of stone.

Hiding in the clouds of dust wafting high in the sky taling AR's  destruction from afar, she 
managed to escape the now ruined city bringing with her, her still loyal residents and 
warriors, fleeing over the barren lands leaving the culprits in a desolate state.

Moving all night hiding in the dark, they managed to find a safe hiding place for AR's 
homestone, of which now only Lady Claire knows its whereabouts.

Finally finding a hiding place in the woods they rested and are contemplating the future.

TRUE AR WILL RETURN!

MARLENUS of AR (Epi Senne)
Claire of AR (MaryClaire Davidov)

________________________

#   PORT OF VICTORIA

BEE MAKING BREAKFAST

[06:12]  amaprine: I walk into the tavern feeling the wonderful warmth of the fire. I walk 
over to the chiller and get i get out some small tarsk sauages. I gab the butter as well and 
carry both over to the counter. I place them down and gets a alarge skillet and palces 
some butter in it and lets it melt. Once the butter is melted I place the sauages in the skillet 
to cook, watching them closely. I then get a alrge bowl and I place some flour in it about 4 
mugs full using my finger to leavel off the mugs. I carry the bowl over to the counter and 
palces 2 tablespoons of bakling powder in the bowl and stiring it up. I leave the bowl and 
go back to the chiller andopens the door reaching for the bosk milk. I carry the jug of milkl 
to the bowl with the flour and baking powder.

[06:17]  Lexi (surfergirl001) is Offline
[06:19]  amaprine: I use my spoon and stril the mixture till it is thined out but not too thin. I 
place the jug down and turn over the suauages. I then place the milk jug back in the chiller. 
I close the door and gets a plate off the shelf and a clean rep cloth I wipe the plate and 
checks for any flaws not seeing any I then use a fork and takes the suages out of the pan 
and places them on the plate. I add some more butter to the pan and then using a ladel I 
make 4 pancakes in the pan and wait till they are golden on the one side, then I turn them 
over. while the other side is cooking I go to the basket of fruit and I carry a varities of fruits 
to the counter and palces them down. I get a bowl and place the fruit init as I cut and peel 
and wash it making a lovely fruit sald. I then get a lemon and and cut it in half and places 
some leon jusice over the fruit so it doesnt turn brown and places it to the side.

[06:26]  amaprine: I then reach for another plate and wipes it with the clean rep cloth and 
checks the plate for any flaws. I then take the pancakes out and palces them on the plate 
and makes more. I turn them when they are brown and take them out after golden on both 
sides. I pile the plate high of pancakes and places them on a hearth stone to stay hot. I 
look around and in the stroage shelf in the back I find the maple syurp and places it on the 



counter.. I then get another bowl and cracks about 12 eggs into it and gets some bosk milk 
and adds it and some salt and pepper. I mix it up good with a for. I then get a skilet down 
and adds some butter and palces it in the pan watching it melt. I add the eggs and gets a 
spon and scambles the eggs. seeing them all nice and fuffly I get a clean bowl and places 
the egg in the bowl and palces it on a heath stone to stay hot. I then go and elt all the free 
know breakfastis ready.

________________________

#   FOREST PORT

FOREST PORT CHRONICLE

Editor: She Kai (bourbon arcana) Ubara of Forestport
Latest Issue vol. 4, No. 12

________________________

#    KASSAU

CITY OF KASSAU SEEKS SCRIBE

(BTB) City of Kassau Seeks A Head Scribe and Scribes.

It sits on the edge of North Fully Stocked Library All interested Contact Lady Dominio 
(domino morales). MUST BE CERTIFIED!

HOY AGREEMENT WITH KASSAU

by lady Wendie, HoY scribe

Following lengthy negotiations with the Administrator and merchants of the city of wood 
Kassau, the house of Hoy has reached agreement for the supply of timber at a greatly 
discounted rate. 

The House of Hoy is now embarking on a fleet expansion with both tarn and merchant 
vessels a fleet will also be built to negotiate the less navigable parts of inland rivers .

Some vessels will be built in the city of kassau and some at other dockyards .

________________________

#    PORT MEQARA POINT

MEQARA GAZETTE
last issue No. 5, November 2012 NEW
Editor: Niamh Eiren (savante resident)

BLACK CASTE SPOTTED

 It seems black is not the new fashion in the Port ass, it were rumored that one of the very 



Caste were spotted in Meqara some hands ago. As per sources that will remain unknown 
the nefarious fellow were hired to kill the green of our beloved Port, which for also safety 
reasons will remain unnamed. The killer was spotted at the docks by our diligent scarlet 
only moments after he were in the midst of departing, perhaps after scouting the area for 
his target!...Unfortunately to our dismay and good fortune the brute , was able to come 
with in range to feasibly eliminate his target...but was unsuccessful in his attempt.. Ta 
Sadar Gor! for that .   It is still yet understood why the act was committed or whom exactly 
executed it...but we are happy that the unfortunate soul is under way to making full 
recovery and resuming important task as the port Green.

________________________

#    FINA

THE VOSK SPIRIT

Editor: Janet Balfour
last issue 10/29/2012  NEW

MIDGAARD & HOCHBERG ATTACK ~ HEAVY CASUALTIES SUSTAINED

Fina sustained heavy casualties on the 3rd Day of the 2nd Hand of the Eighth Month, 
when the rogue cities of Midgaard and Hochberg attacked, taking two women off, and 
injuring scores of others.

Commander Skua Brown praised the effort of the Fina Warrior Caste and the free men of 
Fina who defended the town valiantly, but the raiding force outnumbered the defenders, 
and two Free women, the Ladies Janet Balfour and Ana Snowfall, were abducted and 
taken to Hochberg.

The Lady Janet was returned to Fina by wagon from Hochberg on the 4th Day of the 2nd 
Hand, after her captor was finished with her. She was treated by Fina Counsel Az Barrett, 
a member of the Physician Caste by birth and training, and spent the night in the infirmary.

The Lady Ana was returned for ransom on the 5th Day of the 2nd Hand.  The Lady's 
companion Ashur Darkmatter paid the demanded ransom of one silver to her captor in 
exchange for her return.

The Commander has vowed that the two rogue cities will pay for the outrage inflicted upon 
Benevolent Fina. "Those people in Midgaard and Hochberg will pay and pay ten-fold. No 
one attacks Fina and gets away with it, and you can quote me on that," said the 
Commander in an interview with the Spirit following the attack.

______________________________________________

#   JAHESA

JAHESA CHRONICLE

last issue vol.1, issue 4,  November 2012



Editor and Publisher: Elena Dreamscape Jahesa Head Scribe and Moana Jahesa First 
girl.

A stranger came to Jahesa for a tour of the city and ended up being a thief by stealing 
tools from the smithy while the slave was giving him the tour.  He expected there to be no 
repercussions for this act, but he was soon found out.  Tibrok came and confronted the 
stranger and when he found the tools in the strangers person attacked him.  During 
binding the stranger managed to make his dishonorable escape wounding Tibrok in the 
process, but leaving without his ill gotten gains.

Moana was punished this week for stealing and drinking her Mistress the Ubara's Ka-la-
na.  In her drunken state she also dismissed her Master the Ubar.  She was stripped and 
given a punishment of violation by whip by her Master and sent to her kennel  She is lucky 
that mercy was shown to her and that her punishment was not more severe.  

______________________________________________

#   THE KASBAH OF THE GUARDS OF THE DUNES

FREE COMPANIONSHIP RENEWAL

The Great Tahari Sarana and Anastazia Cameron of  Kasbah of the Guards of the 
Dunes ,held a wonderful  companionship ceremony , that  enabling them to survive 
through another year, side by  side.

The soft sweet sounds enclosing all that listen, dawing them in to share this celebration, of 
the joining of two souls as one.

The wine was shared, and a wonderful time was had by all the  elite guest, who were 
given inventions, to this special ceremony.

For the benefit of the guest a wonderful  comedian troupe, The  Tor tu Life Troupe, 
provided the entertainment, to the many claps of the guest.

______________________________________________

#   LANDA

EXCERPT FROM THE LANDA HERALD

Tal Warriors.
With the election of Sir Smiley as Ubar of Landa our city enters a new phase. War brews 
around us, blows hot and cold, but is never far from our shores. I have no doubt of the 
continuing need for vigilance and forthright defence of what is ours and what we hold dear. 
As Scarlets we will support our Ubar to the best of our abilitiy to protect our homestone 
and those sharing it.
Hail Landa, Hail Ubar!

signed and sealed by: Osorkon, Commander of Landa

FROM THE COMMANDER OF LANDA



When Lady Bella asked me to write an article for the first edition of the Landa Herald, I 
was more than happy to comply. I commend to the editor and all those who provide the 
Landa Herald with articles and other information. I have no doubt that the Landa Herald 
will quickly become a reputed newspaper which will show everyone in Gor what a lively 
and diverse city Landa is.

As Commander of Landa I am leading our Red Caste, those brave men who are here to 
defend their homestone and those sharing it with their lives. 

Over the past few hands we have seen a rapid growth of our population, which also has a 
positive effect on our Scarlet. Due to the influx of new, experienced warriors I was able to 
restructure our ranking system and fill the key positions with those men who have proved 
their competence in combat and leadership.

We have also revised our city defences and our defence tactics. Some aspects which 
concern you as Citizens will be related to you by our Scarlet by word of mouth.

All these measures ensure that our citizens and trade routes are kept safe, against 
repeated attempts by our enemies to undermine our sovergnity.

In light of these threats our Scarlet is on high alert until further notice. This threat comes 
mainly from Southern cities but we should also be vigilant against the North. Their hordes 
are known to be uncivilized, ruthless and barbaric, when they come over a city's walls to 
steal their Free Women and slaves. Only a strong Scarlet, like ours, can ensure that this 
won't happen. I want all our enemies to know that the price for attacking us will be at least 
hard work in our copper mines, until their debt towards Landa is paid.

Therefore, my fellow citizens, the need for a military presence and the need for a Ubar to 
lead that military is evident.

I encourage all citizens to keep their eyes and ears open and report any suspicious 
observations to the Scarlet. 

If you have any questions or suggestions you can also put a scroll in the drop box next to 
the entrance of the Warrior Hall.

I have no doubt that Landa has a glorious future, as long as we are united in our loyalty 
and our determination to respond to any threat swiftly and overwhelmingly.

Honor and Steel
Osorkon, Commander of Landa

______________________________________________

#   CITY OF TOR

TOR WELCOMES YOU TO THE TAHARI

Salaam’s

Many sand storms have been sweeping the Tahari.



Many died, oasis taken by the sands (Tor had almost the same faith) and many still 
wandering the dunes emptiness.
Tor was not exempt from and suffered to survive.

Many caravans bound to Tor, re-stoking the Kasbahs and Souks. Crews of slaves have 
swept the sands and the city is reviving and expanding (we added a new sim to the North 
side).

New buildings are being built that will have the Clinic, the Gallery and the Hall of Justice 
moved to them, growing the facility offer to those that need the services of Greens, 
Magistrates or Artists.

A new Souk will be built also complementing the offer that the Kasbah has to those that 
want to have a place in the markets that supply not only the desert oasis but all travelers of 
Gor.
We have discovered a new source of water on that taken land from the desert and that will 
fill the cisterns where those travelers can fill their water bags to further explore the Tahari.

However, Tor is welcoming all that are lost and looking for safety, a place where they can 
stay and enjoy the ways of the desert. Strict but polite, Gor but not war, where men are 
men and women women but that is respected as such, where slaves are slaves but no 
princesses, harsh as the desert but with the mild manners from all, where the gems shine 
on the moon light and the cold nights balance the heat of the day, where the breezes sings 
the loneliness of the sands.

Tor is the pharos of the desert and to where all the caravans bound from and to the deep 
lands and sands, where all come to rest, restock and amuse themselves on the several 
cafes of the city.

The shinning beauty of the buildings, the rich palaces of the sheiks and emirs, the public 
pens and private harems, the magnificence of the Throne Hall of the Sultan, the tents all 
around does give the image of the calm beautiful atmosphere that is lived in Tor.

The Guards of the Dunes, the reds force of Tor ensure that the peace is kept as Tor affirms 
itself as neutral while the guardians on their white capes police the streets and keep the 
citizens safe and thieves away, assuring that their hands will be on the block if they dare to 
put them where they shouldn’t be.

Tor is a taharic gorean city worth to be visited.

Maybe you will find a caravan that brings you to over to here.
May your water bags be always full, may you always have water.

Sultan of the sands of Tor

The City of Tor is member of the true Southern Trade Alliance.

________________________

ARCADIAN MESSENGER



Latest issue No. 5, November 2012
Editor: Nephtides Resident

No new issue at the moment.
________________________

#   TREVE AND MINUS

THE TREVIAN TRIBUNE

Latest edition: july 2012. Editor: Payton999 Robonaught
http://www.cityoftreve.com/

No new issue at the moment.
________________________

#    PORT COS

THE PORT COS CHRONICLE
 
Thirtieth Edition, v. 1, Issue 1
Editor: storm, slave to Mercy Riiser

No new issue at the moment.
________________________
 
#    RORUS

THE RORUS CHRONICLE™

latest issue 62nd edition September 2012
New Editor-in-Chief: Pamela Faerye

No new issue at the moment.
________________________

#   TURIA

THE TURIAN GAZETTE

last edition: 7th edition
September 26, 2012 
Editor-in-Chief unknown
                                                        
No new issue at the moment.
________________________

#   Vonda

THE STAR OF VONDA
THE LIGHT OF TRUTH FOR ITS CITY 
A publication of Vonda's Caste of Scribes 



Editor unknown
Last issue: No. 03, 10/04/2012  

No new issue at the moment.
______________________________________________

##   GAMES

#     GAMES OF GOR 

produced by the Kaissa Guild of Gor
Editor: shani (littleredhead Resident), slave of Master Jonathan Crane, Sword of Ko-Ro-Ba 

As we move into November the guild begins to prepare to hold its Zar Anniversary 
Tournament and the 2012 Zar Championships.  The Guild will hold its tournament to find 
this years Zar Champion. The first champion to be crowned in the History of the Guild

New Bristol continues to race towards the finals, several games played this week with 
surprising results.  

The Kaissa Final is also upon us, see our in depth report for all the gripping blow by blow 
action. And kaissa will travel to Ko-Ro-Ba this month, returning to the magnificent Towers 
of the Morning.  The Ubar will be entering this tournament.  Will the marauders of Ivar's 
turn out to support their entered Jarls and invade the city?  

We are still seeking  Assistant Directors for both Kaissa and Zar.  If anyone would like to 
assist and direct one of these tournaments they should contact Guild Grand Master Astary 
Pendragon.

_______________________________________________

##    TRADE

#      SOUTHERN TRADE ALLIANCE

News from the True Southern Trade Alliance of Gor

The True Southern Trade Alliance has 13 full members now and two associate members 
from the Vosk League.  Five more cities want to join and are pending members.

The True Southern Trade Alliance has nothing to do with the so called false "Southern 
Trade Alliance" of Turia, Vigo, Sulport and Meqara, which was a front company of Fina in 
the past. The true STA boycots the trade with these cities.

SOUTHERN TRADE ALLIANCE (STA) MEMBERS 

The Kasbah of the Guard of the Dunes
The Oasis of the Two Scimitars



Oasis of Nine Wells
Oasis of the Sand Sleen
City of Kasra
Jazirat al Khusuf - House Rogerian 
Katoteros
City of Ichrak
City of Tor
Jahesa 
Karak
Islahan 

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS:
City of Victoria
Unkunga regions (associate member) 

Honorable member:
House of Yuroki Companies, located in Olni Shores

Candidates for membership:  five cities at the moment

#  HOUSE OF YUROKI COMPANIES (HOY)

SEEKING MERCENARIES, AGENTS AND MERCHANTS   

The House of HoY is looking to recruit Mercenaries. They will be used to escort Hoy 
caravans throughout Gor and protect the bank in the city  of Olni.

Renumeration is by the  4 Hands ranging from 1 silver to 1 gold depending on the work 
required .
Merchants are also required to further the interests of the house of hoy renumeration is 
negotiable. 
Agents in other cities are also required . 

[Quotes]
Whereas members of the caste of slavers are slavers, not all slavers are members of the 
caste of slavers. For example, I am not of the slavers, but in Port Kar I am known as Bosk, 
and he known as many things, among them pirate and slaver. Too, both Marcus and 
myself were of the warriors, the scarlet caste, and as such were not above taking slaves. 
Such is not only permitted in the codes, but encouraged by them. "The slave is a joy and a 
convenience to the warrior."
(Magicians of Gor pg, 315)

CURRENCY EXCHANGE RATES HOY BANK IN OLNI

The base unit of exchange rates are the coins of the city of Ar.

The gold tarn disk of Ar is considered to be the standard by which other cities, such as Ko-
Ro-Ba and Port Kar. set the value of their own coinage. It is worth, generally, 10 silver 



tarsks, but standardization is slight due to the shaving or splitting of the coin as well as 
faulty scales that contribute to the debasing of the coinage. (pg. 155, Rogue of Gor)

_______________________________________________

##    ADVERTISEMENT

#     [OOC] TAVERN OF THENTIS

I am Pierre Burckhardt, The Tavern Master of Thentis.  I am looking for Serving Girls, 
Patrons, and Assistant Tavern Masters to come to my Tavern.  I have just started this up 
recently so give it time to grow.  I have stated below what the deal is for those positions.

(1) Serving Girls
 
The tavern needs to be stocked with Tavern Girls (and I mean girls ... not boys) and I am 
receiving applicants for that position.  You likely know the drill there ... a bit of serving ... a 
bit of dancing and a bit of furring.  I know you may have your own Gorean sims or non-
gorean Sims you frequent but if you are in the mood for a little subbiness and a little pixel-
sex or an excuse to try out your expressive-creative side then why not try being part of my 
harem of girls at Thentis.  I will endeavour to keep the Tavern busy with both patrons and 
girls.  If you are loyal to some other Gorean Sim we can RP you are being rented for that 
time orrrr you can join Thentis more permanently. 

YOU CAN WORK FOR ME AND STILL BE OWNED BY ANOTHER MASTER/MISTRESS. 
Consider it that you are being lent to me with your Owner's permission.  Yes ... a radical 
new approach but something has to be done to keep taverns populated.  I will endeavour 
to arrange patrons with girls through notices.
  
I will ask that you have a minimum of talent as a tavern girl.  Give me a three lines of a 
classic Kajira serve, give me  three lines of a good dance, and RP me some hot sex.   I 
would need to see your avi naked too ... I mean ... come on ... no noobie looking bods ... 
no offense.  I am a RL guy and I know what is hot.  The interview is not a casting couch 
but certainly you should not be afraid of sexing with strangers.

(2)  Tavern Patrons
  
If you know of a Master who likes to be pleased (like ummm all of them) then please have 
him send me an im.   I am the Tavern Master at Thentis and I am seeking Patrons for my 
Tavern.  But these patrons need to be a part of a club.  I will  interview the prospective 
patron first.  I seek to maintain a minimum level of quality of RP and proper Gorean 
behaviour.  If you seem like a douchebag, you bore or abuse the girls (within some 
limits) ... you are out of the club.  

Please tell your Master or your Master's bachelor friend about me.  He does NOT have to 
become a Thentis citizen to join.  Ohhhh and FW let your men off their pussy-whipped 
leash once in awhile - this is GOR !

(3)  Assistant Tavern Masters

I am looking for Assistant Tavern Masters.  No Free Women are allowed in Taverns so that 
limits it to men.  You need to have some time on your hands for this but basically you just 



have to periodically ask the Tavern Girl group whether there are girls that want to serve ... 
then do the same for the Tavern Patron side.  Duties would be as light as you wished.

(4) Protectors 

I am looking for Protectors for the serving girls.  Preference is to experienced kajira that 
can provide some oversight of the girls, assist with the running of the tavern, and 
contribute ideas and thoughts.  Duties would be as light as you wished.  First girls would 
be ideal for this.

Pierre Burckhardt - Tavern Master of Thentis

#     GOREAN LEGAL ACADEMY (SSOG)

To the Blue Caste~with love! 
                                                 
The slave’s words are to be fitly spoken, and edify those with whom she speaks.
 
Do you find yourself longing to serve members of the Blue Caste, but you lack the specific 
training and certifications needed to do so with finesse and confidence?  Do you see the 
title "Scribal Slave" from time to time, and wonder just precisely what ARE those curious 
little beasts?  Well . . .  

If you possess:

- a love of learning with an eye for detail
- a diligent, industrious servant's spirit
- a sensual, passionate, generous heart
- an absolute AFFINITY for the beautiful Caste of Blue!!

... then, by all means, it would be my honor  to help guide you towards fulfilling the dream 
of becoming a Scribal slave.

Then again, just perhaps . . . you are a kajira, better trained than many Free in the ways of 
the Scribe or its subcastes (alts happen!), but you wish to role play a slave?  Have you 
wondered how to find a Master or Mistress who would be overjoyed to find such a highly 
specialized girl or boy?

or

Are you a member of the Blue Caste, desperately seeking a well-trained slave Scribe, but 
have come very near abandoning all hope?  "Where ARE they!" you throw up your hands 
in exasperation.

Look no further!  Your search is over.  Slave Scribes of Gor was created to enhance role 
play for all "shades" of the Blue Caste, from Magistrate to Librarian, Record Keeper to 
Scholar.

Our goal is to gather into one place exceptionally well-trained and specialized Scribal 



slaves.  We also offer direction and guidance for those wishing to become so.

Up-to-date records are maintained on each girl (or boy!), and they will be available on 
request to those needing information on a particular member.  Each slave  is encouraged 
to acquire a multiplicity of certifications in various aspects of the Blue Caste, as well as 
being highly skilled in kajirae serves of various kinds.

Contact BethanyKajira (aka "bethy") for more information, or to become a member of this 
elite group of highly specialized kajirae.

With love to ALL SHADES OF BLUE,

~bethy (BethanyKajira)
Property of Lady Janette Inglewood, 
High Magistrate of Olni and the Gorean Legal Academy

LEGAL COURSES

Magistrate & Advocate Courses
Lady Janette Inglewood

- GLA offers two main legal courses. 
There is no charge and courses are open to both free and slaves.  

1) GOREAN MAGISTRATE COURSE

- eight, one hour classes and two pieces of written work. We cover issues such as the 
laws, sentencing, IC/OOC, court procedures, jurisdiction and day to day tasks. It is a 
friendly discursive style class.

- graduation certificates for both your profile and for display 

- graduates receive a Magistrate's Wand of Office

- next course will begin early December for 8 weeks
classes each Monday at:
1pm OR 5pm SLT

2)  GOREAN ADVOCATE COURSE

- eight,  one hour classes. 
It is based around RP trials. We focus on the law, courtroom procedure and tactics as we 
role-play a series of case studies.
Two further cases are covered as written work.

- graduation certificates for both your profile and for display  

- graduates receive a Law School Advocates Ring

- next course will begin early December for 8 weeks



classes each Tuesday at:
1pm OR 5pm SLT

- To enrol in the Magistrate and/or Advocate course, please contact me, Janette Inglewood 
or my girl Krista (krista1k)

- info regarding GLA self study basic scribe course

Janette Inglewood
Olni High Magistrate 
Head of School, Gorean Legal Academy

3. SCRIBE DIPLOMA COURSE

self-study  (version 3, 2012)
Lady Janette Inglewood

- The Scribe Diploma Course is a self study course requiring written answers and essays. 
Each assignment is submitted to the tutor for marking. This course can be done at the 
learner's own pace.

- Topics covered include: Caste, sub-Castes, Caste codes, first and second knowledge, 
language and the role of the Scribe. The course has been run for a long time now, with 
many excellent Scribes having completed it and it is also applicable for Scribe slaves.

- There is no charge for this course and graduation certificates for both your profile and for 
display, as well as special commemorative jewellery, are awarded upon successful 
completion.

- To commence this course, please contact me, Janette Inglewood or my girl Krista 
(krista1k).

#     LADY JJ'S ART GALLERY

Welcome to my Art gallery. I have many sketches on view of people who you may 
recognise so please feel free to drop in any time you wish to look round. I am  adding new 
ones all the time so keep visiting.  For Olni residents I charge just ten coppers for a sketch 
of a single person. so why not have one done of yourself, your loved one or your slave. Or 
even all three as they make wonderful gifts. My gallery is in the square besides the bank 
building in Olni so please come along.

Lady JJ

#     HOY BANK OF OLNI

The House of Yuroki Bank is a privately owned company in the Port of Olni in Saleria, 
licensed by the city. It employs its own bankers, merchants and guards, all of the highest 



quality. 

Specialising in coin production, it is pleased to offer this service to any cities wishing to 
issue their own coinage. For this it could mint their coins.

It is also interested in opening branches in other cities, working under license from them. It 
would wish to acquire premises in them to operate from, and would prefer to employ native 
citizens in the first instance as their staff

Any bank would be able to issue all citizens a starting wallet of coins.

The bank makes records of all transactions, the head merchant and the magistrate would 
get a copy each and every month.

If the city wished to pay citizens a wage or claim taxes it would not be the decision ot the 
bank, but the bank would cooperate.

The blue caste, the green caste and the metal workers would need make a price list for 
their services.

_______________________________________________

##   ROLEPLAY

PILGRIMAGE

The pilgrimage is a thrilling idea for role playing in Second Life Gor, it is the role play 
background itself and is a way for pilgrims to explore the amazing and wild world of Gor 
more or less in safety.
Pilgrims to the Sardar mountains have to endure endless journeys, have to travel through 
dangerous regions and visit a lot of cities, villages and camps.
The pilgrimage is not only an idea for the pilgrims, it also enriches the entire world of SL 
Gor. 
Go !!! join the adventure, contact: Luqara Darkwatch 

_______________________________________________

##   KNOWLEDGE

#     CLOTHES OF SLAVES IN WINTERTIME

“The slaves were now warmly garmented, though not, of course, as might have been free 
women. The robes of concealment in winter are much like those of gentler weathers, save 
for darker colors, more absorptive of, and retentive of, heat, heavier materials, some 
additional layering, and such. In the case of the slave, a short, long-sleeved jacket, coming 
high on the hips, its length resembling that of a slave tunic, is worn over an undershirt. 
They are also put in trousers, belted with binding fiber. Whereas in the case of the free 
woman her legs are concealed within her enclosing garmenture, in the case of the slave, 



even in the winter, it is clear, however warmly they may be clothed, that she has legs, and 
that this is to be obvious to the scrutiny of men. The wrappings of the legs and calves is 
wool, over which leather is wrapped. The last garment is a warm, hooded cloak, which 
may be held closely about the body. Her face is commonly bared, except in severe 
weather, and, in any case, there is no mistaking her status, given her garmenture…Their 
collars, of course, even in the winter, are kept on the slaves. They remain collared. They 
are slaves.”  (Swordsmen of Gor, chapter 37)

#     BRANDS

People read the books.

Brands  do not GET removed .  

The following quote, while not from the 'Gor' series shows clearly what John Norman's 
view on the removal of brands is and what should happen to a physician who removes one 
surgically

"...brands, of course, stay on the girl; it is a serious offence to attempt to remove one 
surgically, punishable by enslaving the physician;"no physician who removes a brand is 
safe; accordingly, few physicians dare to remove brands..."

DreamWalker Rana Moonbeam, Chief Physician of Oln

_______________________________________________

##   ONLINISM OF THE WEEK

COMEDIANS

by the comedian troupe "The Tor tu Life Troup"

[12:44]  ScoutGalt Resident: Carrie, I’m going to a btb city to help check the slaves for a 
pest infestation. Can you help me understand the rules so I don’t get enslaved while I’m 
there?
[12:45]  Carrie Islar: how many rules are there she says looking at the scrolls in scouts 
arms
[12:45]  ScoutGalt Resident: This is the cities law scrolls…..all 20 of them. (rolls her eyes) 
"cause they really need this many rules"
[12:46]  Carrie Islar: 20!! well i guess we better look through them then
[12:46]  Carrie Islar sits on the floor better to look through the scrolls
[12:46]  Carrie Islar: Oooh look I just found the battle rules!
[12:47]  ScoutGalt Resident: All very good but I wasn’t planning a one woman battle with 
the bugs when I find them.
[12:47]  Carrie Islar puts down the scroll on battle rules a look of disappointment on her 
face as she mutters under her breath "I don’t see why not"
[12:47]  ScoutGalt Resident: I doubt the moderator would call fighting bugs a battle.
[12:47]  Carrie Islar: hmm good point, though you never know lets keep the battle scroll 
handy just in case
[12:47]  ScoutGalt Resident: nods & picks up new scroll
[12:47]  ScoutGalt Resident: “Tarns & Animals. Do you think it pertains to bugs?



[12:48]  Ries Kurka smiles and listens at the sitting down comedians
[12:48]  Carrie Islar: Really? she looks at scout then shakes her head no i dont think so
[12:49]  Carrie Islar: do you think they need bugs pre approved?
[12:49]  ScoutGalt Resident: "They are asking for help to control the bugs. Certainly 
they've preapproved their own bugs!"
[12:49]  Carrie Islar: they say here only pre approved animails
[12:49]  Carrie Islar: nods absently "you would think so", she answers still looking for the 
scroll she wanted
[12:49]  Ehnnanola Bogbat chuckles hearing the pair
[12:49]  ScoutGalt Resident: "Carrie what does this mean: 'Your meter name/slogan must 
be visible over your head and attached to your nose or eyes when using "Highlight 
transparent". What!?!"
[12:49]  Carrie Islar: hahahahahahahahahaha
[12:49]  ScoutGalt Resident: What????!
[12:49]  Carrie Islar holds her sides
[12:49]  Carrie Islar: hahahahahahahahahaha
[12:50]  Carrie Islar: it means haha that you have to wear your meter on your nose or eyes 
and that they check it hahahaha

_______________________________________________

##     ABOUT THE NEW VOICE OF GOR

The Landa Times  is to  become the NEW VOICE OF GOR.

The reasons for this are the former VOICE OF GOR Is one of the oldest publications of 
second life Gor. Many Goreans have come to know it and its editor Verona Lorgsval.

Verona does not longer publish the Voice of Gor which was based in the city of Olni. Her 
mission statement  for the paper was:

"The Voice of Gor is a cross sim Gorean wide newspaper.  It is designed to promote and 
increase Cross Sim Roleplay and communication. The Voice of Gor strives to ensure that 
all parties are contacted ahead of time; however, occasionally a city will object to what was 
written. Any city is free to write a rebuttal or send in their own news."  

That same note will be used and the same conditions apply . This is especially important 
at the present time. By the book sims are closing and opening every day the voice of Gor 
will be just that a voice where people can contribute articles, and ideas how Gor can be 
improved for the people who play a role within the cities. 

THE NEW VOICE OF GOR is available:

for members of the group Cartographers and Explorers of Gor (about 1600 members)
for members of the group BTB Goreans (about 600 members)
for members of the group Alliance of Valkyrie Panthers (about 1100 members)

in the Gor Hub (near the map there) 
in the Port of Olni (in front of the HoY bank)  
in the City of Ar (currently under construction)   



at Port Meqara Point (inside the city)  
In Forestport (docks)  
in Port of Victoria on Vosk (docks)   
in the City of Kassau (skybox)  
If you want to have a dispenser of the  NEW VOICE OF GOR (6 prims, not transfer) on 
your sim, please contact Yuroki Uriza

The NEW VOICE OF GOR  http://www.gorean-forums.com/


